An important skill of autonomous robots is the ability to carry out manipulation tasks. The solution to a manipulation problem genemlly consists in a sequence of elementary paths where an object is moved by a robot or it stays at a stable placement whale the robot performs a re-grasping motion. Most existing planners require a finite set of configumtions to achieve this task decomposition. We recently proposed in [13] an approach to automatically compute such intermediate conjigumtions from continuous sets of stable placements and possible grasps of the movable object. This paper describes an improved algorithm based on this approach. It also presents seveml complex manipulation problems that illustmte the eficiency of the planner.
Introduction
Motion planning in the manipulation context a p pears as a constrained instance of the coordinated motion planning problem [lo] . Two kinds of systems move in the same environment: robots and movable objects. The constraint is that movable objects can not move by themselves. Either they are transported by robots, or they stay in a stable placement. Considering such constraints leads to a more complex version of the planning problem.
The solution of a manipulation planning problem consists in a sequence of sub-paths satisfying these motion restrictions. In related literature [2, 101, mo- tions of the robot holding the object at a fixed grasp are called tmnsfer paths, and motions of the robot while the object stays at a stable placement are called tmnsit paths. Figure 1 illustrat,es a manipulation planning example. The manipulator arm (initially on standby configuration) has to get the movable object (the bar) out of the cage, and place it on the other side of the environment. Achieving this task requires the following motions: the manipulator must first execute a transit path to grasp the movable object at the initial placement; then a sequence of trans- fer/transit paths separated by grasp/ungrasp operations allow to get one extremity of the bar out of the cage; a motion of the manipulator is performed to re-grasp the object by the extremity that was made accessible by the previous motion; the bar is then moved outside of the cage and a transfer path allows the specified goal position to be reached; finally, the robot moves back to its home position. Manipulation planning concerns the automatic decomposition of the manipulation task into such elementary mction planning sub-tasks, and the solution of each one of them. Most of existing manipulation planning algorithms assume that finite sets of stable placement and possible grasps of a movable object are given in the definition of the problem (e.g. [l, 2, 4, 8, 111). Consequently, a part of the manipulation task decomposition problem is thus resolved by the user. Returning to the example, getting the bar out of the cage requires a large number of precise placements and grasps that must be input data for these algo-rithms. Dealing with continuous grasp and placement sets may allow more sophisticated planners to be designed. The intermediate configurations linking the solution sub-paths can be automatically computed. A technique treating this extension of the manipulation problem was recently presented in [13] .
The contribution in this paper is to propose a more elaborated algorithm issued from the same ideas to solve manipulation tasks for a robot and a movable object. Section 2 recalls notation and briefly explains the method. The algorithm described in Section 3 computes a manipulation graph using visibility-PRM notions [15] . The implemented planner has demonstrated very good performance treating difficult manipulation planning problems. Some examples are commented in Section 4.
Theoretical Overview
Let A and M denote a robot and a movable object in a 3-dimensional workspace. The compos ite configuration-space of the two systems is CS = Crab x Cobj. CSj,,, The reduction property [3] shows that two configurations which are in a same connected component of CGnCP can be linked by a manipulation path (i.e. a finite sequence of transit and transfer paths). The approach in [13] exploits this property to decompose the construction of MG. First the connected components of CGnCP are computed, and then the connectivity of these sub-sets is determined using transit and transfer paths:
The referred approach admits the definition of continuous sets in a manipulation problem M P . Several classes of possible continuous grasps of M , G;, can be entered. Each G; is defined by a transformation matrix Tg, and a set of parameters, noted qgrasp, varying in a given interval. Similarly, several continuous regions of placement P j can be defined, being P j characterized by a transformation matrix Tp, that defines a stable situation of the object, and a vector qpiace = (2, y, 0) representing two horizontal translations inside a rectangular domain and a rotation For each couple of sets (G; ,Pj), a virtual closed-chain system is formed when the robot grasps the movable object placed at a stable position. The connectivity of sub-spaces of CGnCP corresponding to these couples can be analyzed using motion planning techniques for closed mechanisms. Each connected component of CGnCP can be seen as a mega-node of MG. The resulting graph will consist of a small number of such mega-nodes compared to the manipulation graph that would be obtained by considering discrete points of CGnCP . The proposed structuring significantly limits the number of path planning queries to be performed for connecting the nodes with collision-free transfer or transit paths.
The main difficulty in such a decomposition of the roadmap construction is to find the best way to interleave the two steps: computing CGnCP sub-sets and linking them. Next section describes the algorithm that we propose to achieve the computation of M G .
Manipulation Planning Algorithm
The algorithm incrementally constructs a manipulation graph M G until it exceeds a given number of timated by the fraction: ntry/MAXNTRY.
M G expansion strategies
Expansion in the C W P set. The function EX-PAND-IN-GnP, illustrated in Figure 5 , carries out the exploration of the C W P manifold. First, the function NEWNODE generates a node N . This function starts randomly selecting one of the Pj sets given as input to M P . A stable configuration of the movable object, p E Pj , is then chosen by randomly sampling qpIace. Then, one of the grasp classes G; and the corresponding parameters, qgrasp, are also randomly chosen. If the robot is able to make the grasping (i.e. if a inverse kinematics solution exists), then N is generated. The function RANDOMSTRATEGY performs a biased random selection that depends on the evolution of the size of MG. Following the discussion in Section 2, it seems reasonable to begin the construction by exploring the CGnCP set. Therefore, during the first expansion steps, the probability to call EXPANDJN-GnP is higher. When the roadmap grows, the link between the different connected components will be tested using transit and/or transfer paths. The probability of calling the other strategies, EXPAND-USINGREGRASPING or EXPAND-USING-TRANSFER, increases as the percentage of the coverage of CSj ,,,. This value is es- [15] , the node N is added to the graph only if it was linked to none or to more than one connected component. In the second case, the linked components are merged.
Expansion using re-grasping. The manipulation grasp can be expanded by means of two nodes issued from the same placement of the object and the transit path between them. This kind of expansion is interesting when the two nodes are in different connected components of C G n C P , because these sets can then be connected by a re-grasping motion. The function EXPAND-USINGREGRASPING aims to add such kind of nodes to the graph. Figure 6 shows the algorithm implemented in this function. .VI and Nz are nodes corresponding to a same placement of the movable object. Two different strategies to obtain N I are possible: to select it between the existing nodes in M G or to generate it. The inter-est of the first possibility is that the connection of NI to the rest of the graph has been already tested.
Besides, this option allows more than two nodes to be produced from the same placement of the object, which can be necessary to solve certain manipulation problems. However, the option of generating a new node allows other placements of the object to be tried for the re-grasping motions than the contained in the graph. Our experience with manipulation planning problems has demonstrated the importance of testing such new placements, even if computing time must be spent in testing connections of N I . Once NI has been chosen (or generated), N 2 is computed after randomly selecting a grasp. gN) and ( p~, ,  ,gN,,) the parameters corresponding to the placement and the grasp of N and Nij respectively. Virtual nodes .Vu, and N,, are computed from (pN,gN,,) and ( p~, , ,gN) in order to test both possibilities: transit from N to Nu, and transfer from N,,, to N;j; or transfer from N to NY2 and transit from Nu, to N ; j . In case of success, the linked components are merged.
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Algorithm parameters
Several parameters control the roadmap construction. We have already mentioned MAXBTRY. Its value controls the end of the process. We consider that the configuration-space has been sufficently explored when the number of tries to expand the manipulation graph reaches this quantity.
Other important parameters are related to the choice of the expansion strategy. As mentioned above, we consider reasonable to make this choice at random, but dependent of the evolution of the graph construction process. Additionally, different types of probabilistic distributions and their parameters are available.
Although it is not reflected in the figures of this section, some parts of the algorithm can be iterated. For instance, it may be interesting to re-try to generate a valid configuration of the robot to achieve a grasp of the movable object on a valid placement when the first tried grasp is not reachable. The number of iterations of such processes are also parameters that the user can choose.
Solution Path
A manipulation planning query M P consists in finding the path between two configurations q i , q j E CSj,,, representing initial and final situations of A and M . The problem is solved when these configurations can be linked to the same connected component of MG.
The final solution path is obtained after a refining process. CGnCP paths are transformed in a finite sequence of transfer/transit paths by a simple procedure that iteratively splits the path into such kind of motions, In a further step, the solution is optimized by eliminating unnecessary intermediate operations (re-graspings).
R,esults
In this section we show results obtained from the implementation of the algorithm within the software platform MoveSD [14] . Computing times correspond to experiments on a 330MHz Sparc Ultra 10 workstation. Manipulation tasks in the two other examples are simpler. Only a re-grasping is needed to solve them. In the example MobM, the mobile manipulator is able to pass from the one half to the other of the environment through the passage under the big vertical obstacle. However this passage is too narrow for the movable object (the square frame). A continuous grasping set is defined all around this object. The frame can be placed on the central obstacles.
In the example RoBr, transporting the load between the extremes of the manufacturing line involves finding a placement under the arc in such a way that the rolling bridge can reach one of the rings at the top of the load from each side of the obstacle. Figure 9 shows the sequence of motions of the solution paths. Figure 10: Numerical results
The table in Figure 10 shows numerical results of the performance of the algorithm solving the three examples. Computing time is highly conditioned by the cost of testing transit and transfer paths. The lower presence of obstacles in the environment of the Cage example makes this amount smaller than in the other examples. The use of visibility notions is the reason for the small size of the manipulation roadmaps.
Computing such small roadmaps reduces the number of connections to be tested. The number of nodes in the table corresponds to the number of configurations in CGnCP that are kept in the graph. These configurations are connected by C G n C P paths or manipulations paths (i.e. transit (re-grasping) paths and transfer/transit paths). The number of manipulation paths in each one of the roadmaps appears at the bottom of the table.
Conclusions
The algorithm described in this paper requires less user intervention when defining the manipulation planning problems than existing planners. The a p proach allows continuous grasps and placements and automatically decomposes the manipulation task.
Results that we have shown demonstrate its efficacy to solve complex manipulation problems. Our objective for the close future is to continue improving this new technique. Rapidly identifying placements corresponding to required re-grasping operations will considerably reduce computing cost. We are investigating a procedure that analyzes information provided by collision detection while exploring the CGnCP set in order to find such specific placements. We are also studying the possibility to combine a symbolic task planning level with our planner, in order to handle several robots and objects in the manipulation planning problem [6] .
